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•Dark Matter effects on Compact Stars
Making BH-BH binaries from collapsing NSs
Neutron decay anomaly in the light of NS stability
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Asymmetric Dark Stars

Profile
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Formation

Asymmetric Dark Matter
•Asymmetric DM can emerge naturally in theories beyond the SM
•Alternative to thermal production
•Possible link between baryogenesis and DM relic density
TeV WIMP

Light WIMP ~GeV
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Astrophysical Observations of Compact
Stars
WIMP annihilation and Cooling of Stars
WIMP annihilation as a heating mechanism for
•neutron stars (CK ’07, CK Tinyakov ’10, Lavallaz Fairbairn ’10, Baryakhtar Bramante Li Linden Raj ‘17)
•white dwarfs (Bertone Fairbairn ’07, McCullough ’10)

WIMP collapse to a Black Hole
WIMPs can be trapped inside stars and later collapse forming a black hole that destroys the star
(Goldman Nussinov ’89, CK Tinyakov ’10, ‘11,’13 McDermott Yu Zurek ’11, CK’11,’12
Guver Erkoca Reno Sarcevic ’12, Fan Yang Chang ’12, Bell Melatos Petraki ’13, Bramante Fukushima Kumar Stopnitzky ’13,
Bramante Linden ’14, Autzen CK ‘14)

Pulsar slowing down
WIMPs can slow down the rotation of a pulsar (Perez-Garcia,CK ’14)

Triggering Supernovae Ia
WIMPs can trigger the collapse in masses lower than the Chandrasekhar limit (Bramante ‘15)

Triggering Neutron Star explosions
WIMPs can trigger the explosion of neutron stars with stranglets (Silk Perez-Garcia ’11,’12)

Affecting the neutrino production in Supernovae explosions
Unparticles can shorten neutrino bursts (Hannestad, Raffelt, Wong ‘07)

Converting Neutron Stars to Black Holes

Astrophysical black holes produced as the end result of stellar evolution are
expected to have masses above 3Msun. Therefore in case of a ~Msun black hole
discovery, one would naively expect that it is of primordial origin.

This does not have to be the case. Asymmetric DM could implode inside NS
converting them to black holes of <3Msun. This can set constraints on DM selfinteractions since they dictate how easily asymmetric DM can collapse.

Why Dark Matter Self-Interactions?
Problems with Collisionless Cold Dark Matter
• Core-cusp profile in dwarf galaxies
• Number of Satellite galaxies
• “Too big to fail”

Numerical Simulations suggest
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0.1cm/g< σ/m<1 cm/g

Extra motivation:
Provide seeds for the Supermassive Black hole at the center of galaxy
Pollack Spergel Steinhardt ‘15

Asymmetric Dark Matter in Neutron Stars
Fermionic Dark Matter with attractive Yukawa self-interactions that solve
the CCDM problems
Capture

Press Spergel ’85, Gould ’86,
Nussinov Goldman ’89,
CK’07

Thermalization

Goldman Nussinov’89,
CK Tinyakov ’10
Bertoni Nelson Reddy ’13

Self-Attraction
CK Tinyakov Tytgat ’18

Collapse

CK Nielsen ’15

The accretion of WIMPs onto a typical 1.4M⊙ neutron
star in a globular cluster, taking into account relativistic eﬀects, has been calculated in [9]. The total mass of
accreted WIMPs is
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Asymmetric Dark Matter in Neutron Stars
Collapse Time scale

Evolution
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The effect of Rotation I
The accretion is never perfectly spherical because the neutron star rotates
usually with high frequencies.
The conditions for Bondi accretion are valid as long as the angular momentum of an
infalling piece of matter is much smaller than the keplerian one in the last stable orbit
The mass of the black
hole must be larger than

CK, Tinyakov ‘13

viscosity of nuclear matter saves Bondi

It subtracts angular momentum at the initial stage where the black hole is still small
in the final stages Bondi accretion is not valid but the star is seconds away from destruction!

Blocking the Hawking Radiation
Degenerate matter can block potentially the emission of particles
Weak equilibration and electric neutrality
at Bondi radius

Gluon Blocking

Quark Blocking

Autzen CK ‘14

The effect of Rotation II
A maximally spinning black hole will stop the accretion

After formation the black hole spins down, then it spins up and at the last stages it spins down again

Temperature Considerations
Radiation from in falling matter can in principle impede further accretion in two ways:
Reduce viscosity
Increase radiation pressure
e-e Bremsstrahlung close to the horizon is the dominant radiation mechanism

Setting New Constraints on Dark Matter
Self-Interactions

Neutron Decay Anomaly and Neutron
Star Stability
There is a 4σ discrepancy between bottle and beam experimental measurements of the decay
width of neutron.

This could be explained if neutron could partially decay to a DM particle Fornal Grinstein ’18.

Avoid proton decays
However such a scenario leads to significant conversion of neutrons to DM, softening the NS
EoS making NS unable to reach 2 Msun. Baym Beck Geltenbort Shelton ’18, Cline Cornell ’18
Adding repulsive DM self-interactions is barely consistent with 2 Msun NS.
Grinstein Nielsen CK ’18.

Cline Cornell ’18,

Baryon-DM Interactions via the Higgs
Portal

The Higgs portal induces neutron-DM interactions

Baryon-DM Interactions via the Higgs
Portal
Energy density

chemical equilibrium

DM Self-Interactions constraints
Constraints from rapid cooling of stars

Grinstein Nielsen CK ’18

Asymmetric Dark Stars
Can asymmetric dark matter with self-interactions form its own
compact objects?

Asymmetric Fermionic Dark Stars
Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff with Yukawa
self-interactions

CK, Nielsen ‘15

Chandrasekhar Mass Limits for Dark Stars

Asymmetric Bosonic Dark Stars
BEC Bosonic DM with λφ4
Repulsive Interactions: Solve Einstein equation together with the Klein-Gordon

Attractive Interactions: We can use the nonrelativistic limit solving the the Gross-Pitaevskii with the Poisson

Eby, CK, Nielsen, Wijewardhana ‘15

Asymmetric Bosonic Dark Stars
4

Gravitational Waves from Dark Stars

Giudice, McCullough,
Urbano ‘16

•

Observation
Gravitational Waves: DS+DS->DS or BH with K.Kokkotas (Univ. of Tubingen)
DS+NS-> DS*
DS+BH->BH
Spinning DS

Tidal Deformations of Dark Stars
How stars deform in the presence of an external gravitational field?

V=-(1/2)ε xi x j
ij

Qij=-λε ij
λ=

Love number

Similarly we can estimate the deformation due to rotation

I-Love-Q for Dark Stars

Maselli, Pnigouras,Nielsen,
CK, Kokkotas, 17

I-Love-Q relations

Asymmetric Dark Stars

•
•

Electromagnetic Signals:
X-rays from accretion of interstellar gas
Unique Spectrum because photons come from the bulk of the star and not the surface
Maselli, CK, Kokkotas, 17

•
•

New Dark Matter Constraints:
Lighter dark matter forms heavier stars, thus better constrained by GW
Constraints of dark matter self-interactions

How Asymmetric Dark Stars form?
A small fraction of asymmetric SIMP DM interacting via dark photons

Density perturbation can start grow linearly after matter domination

•

•

Nonlinear growth, turnaround
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Formation of Asymmetric Dark Stars
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Formation of Asymmetric Dark Stars
Collapse can proceed via dark photon Bremsstrahlung Cooling

Formation of Asymmetric Dark Stars

Conclusions
Asymmetric Dark Matter
•
•
•

Alternative to thermally produced dark matter
Possible link between baryogengesis and dark matter relic abundance
Easily embedded to BSM physics

Imploding Neutron Stars
•
•

Collapsing asymmetric dark matter inside neutron stars can create nonprimordial solar mass Black Holes
Setting new constraints in the absence of GW signal

Neutron Decay Anomaly
if the resolution is due to neutron decays to dark matter:
•

Baryon-dark matter repulsive interactions could allow 2 solar mass neutron stars

Asymmetric Dark Stars
•
•
•

Distinguishable from black holes and neutron stars
Test parameter space direct detection cannot probe
Solve astrophysical problems, e.g. supermassive black hole at the galactic centre

